Tennessee Christmas
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Come on weath - er - man give us a fore -

Ev - ry now and then I get a wan -

cast snow - y white.

derin' urge to see,

Can't you hear the pray'rs -

may - be Cal - i - for - nia, may - be Tin -

like heart to - night?

Rock - ies are call - in,'

Denver snow fall in',

we'd have it made there.

Some - bod - y said it's four

feet deep.

But it does - n't mat - ter,

give me the laugh - ter.

I'm gon - na choose to keep

some - where flat.

there:

for - ter,

to - ter,

keep

for

wa - ter,

keep

for
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another tender tennessee Christmas. The
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only Christmas for me. Where the love circles around
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us like the gifts around our tree. Well I know Well, they say
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there's more snow up in Colorado than my roof in L.A. it's a warm holiday, it's the on-
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will ever see. But a tender Tennessee Christmas is the only Christmas for me;
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mas is the only Christmas for me;
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me. Well I know me. A tender Tennessee Christmas is the only Christmas for me.
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mas is the only Christmas for me.
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